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Commission has been busy updating our Election Policy.
As growers you should all have received the proposed
updates via email. Please have a look at the proposal and
comment within the 30 day response time with any
comments. We are also working on our Strategic Plan as
well as our Communications file. The issues have to be
reviewed every three years and this is the year. We will
be meeting with FIRB in the near future to go forward
with new initiatives to make the Commission more
compliant with terms of reference as set out by FIRB.

Upcoming Events
August 14-16, 2018:
CI/CMC meetings, New Jersey
August 22, 2018:
BCCMC Media Training, Delta, BC

Congratulations to Nick de Boer. Nick is the winner of the
2018 BC Cranberry Marketing Commission’s scholarship.
It is our pleasure to be able to provide some assistance to
enterprising students.

September 2018:
Open House – BC Cranberry Research Society
Research Farm, Delta

In closing I would like to welcome Jeff Hamilton back to
the Commission for another three year term as a
director.

November 2018:
COGA Governance Session, Abbotsford

Jack Brown, Chair
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2018 BC Cranberry Marketing Commission
Scholarship Winner – Nick de Boer
The BC Cranberry Marketing Commission would like to congratulate Nick de Boer on his successful
application and award of this year’s BCCMC
Scholarship.
My Name is Nick De Boer, and as a Delta BC student
with a farm background, going into agriculture is all
I have ever wanted to do. All my life, I have lived on
my family's dairy and cranberry farm with many
opportunities to grow and learn along the way. Since
before I could remember, my life has always revolved
around agriculture. Many of the people I know that
involve themselves in agriculture and have really
driven me to be like them.
Nick is currently enrolled at the University of Guelph
for Agricultural Sciences, majoring in crop science. His goal is to bring back a solid education to one day take
over the family farm with his brother and continue in the industry. Congratulations Nick!

CAHRC news
Canadian Horticulture Council (CHC) is partnered with the Canadian Agricultural Human
Resources Council (CAHRC) to help advocate on labour issues. This partnership is funded
through CHC's Legacy Program, which supports the success and longevity of Canada’s
horticultural sector.
CAHRC Newsletter - May 2018
The latest agri-workforce research, employer management tools, and training
opportunities. Published twice a year.
Briefing on Emerging Labour Issues - June 2018


Primary Agriculture Temporary Foreign Worker Program
(TFWP) consultation



CAHRC Available for Research Support



Replacement & Transfer Worker Process Changes: SAWP &
Ag Stream
AgriWorkforce Newsfeed - June 20, 2018
Compilation of agricultural labour-related news links.
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BC Cranberry Research Farm (BCCRF) Update
The 2018 Blossom is just wrapping up at the BCCRF, a week or so behind the last couple years but it
is probably more in line with a normal growing season. Fruit set is well under way and Pin Head to
Pea sized fruit can be seen throughout most all the variety plots. There were no big surprises with
frost at the BC Research Farm location this year, a fairly mild consistent spring. The middle of June
gave us some heavy rain events over a short period, but there were no reports of damage to the
blossoms or hooks from the scouts and technicians.
Technicians and researchers have been busy as usual at the Farm.
The 3rd year of the Fungicide Demonstrations have been applied. This is in Field 1, and it is an
overlap of the 3 main fungicide products for fruit rot control. Since overall levels of fruit rot are low
at the research farm we’ve not been able to tell if one fungicide program is better than the other.
However, we have not seen any evidence of phytotoxocity nor any reductions in yield due to the
different fungicide treatments.
Renee is continuing to evaluate the varietal plots (Rutgers and Valley Corp) for bloom and fruit set.
A plant hormone trial (gibberellic acid) has been applied to two different varieties for the second
year. The 2nd year of the Caseron herbicide demonstration is being observed and documented for
plant stress and weed control. She is also working with a software developer to better store and
access all the data which have been collected in the past four years (and many more in the future).
The goal is to develop a way for growers to access the yield and other information about varieties at
their own convenience.
The BCCRF is also involved in a joint project with Hortau and Ocean Spray, measuring the soil
tension (moisture level) in the Cranberry fields. Six Hortau Tensiometers are positioned throughout
Field 3. Miranda Elsby, BC Ocean Spray Ag Scientist, is monitoring the field conditions and plant
health in relationship to the current irrigation schedule. The goal is to determine what the optimal
soil tension / moisture level is for the cranberries growing in the organic / peat soils of BC.
On May 29, the BCCRF hosted an Open House Education Secession for Growers, Researchers and
Government to observe some of the projects and view the Valley Corp and Rutgers Variety Trials.
It was an excellent opportunity for Growers to
ask questions to the researchers and review
some
BMPs. Tannis Bence, from ES Cropconsult,
discussed scouting and monitoring
practices. Janice Elmhirst, from Elmhirst
Diagnostics and Research, discussed how
Dearness scale had been reduced
significantly in BC, likely from the increase
in beneficial parasitoid wasps due to the
use of softer, more targeted chemistries in
our past management tool box.
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Dr. Nick Vorsa from Rutgers University was also in attendance. He discussed the past
and future of the Cranberry Breading Program throughout North America. He was
excited to discuss the future release of the Numbered Varieties, RS-11 and RS-25.
Both varieties are high yielding large, fruit within the desired TACY for SDC
production.
If you have any questions about any of the ongoing projects
or varietal trials, please do not hesitate to contact Heather
Carriere, BCCRF Manager, and she will direct them to the
appropriate person for comment or response.
All the best and have a safe summer!
BCCRF Board
BC Cranberry Research Society

BC Cranberry Marketing Commission – Election Policy
Review
In 2015 the BC Cranberry Marketing Commission (BCCMC) completed an extensive review and
amendments of its Elections and Appointment Rules and Procedures for Commission Members. A review
of these Rules and Procedures is required in 2018.
At this time, the Commission has made some recommendations for change to the Election and
Appointment Rules and Procedures. A draft highlighting these changes was sent to all growers and
producer vendors electronically on June 21, 2018. Producers are invited to provide input and comments
regarding by July 21, 2018 to info@bccranberries.com.
If you have any questions or require further information, please contact Heather at 604-5578717 or info@bccranberries.com.

Media Training
The Communications Committee of the BC
Cranberry Marketing Commission has identified an
opportunity for our industry to continue positive
engagement with media, in particular during harvest.
The Commission will be conducting a media training
workshop on August 22nd to help growers develop
their skills in this area. If you are interested in
participating, please contact Heather at
info@bccranberries.com or 604-557-8717 to
register. Spots are limited, so don’t wait too long!
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Voter Registration
As required in Section 3(p) of the Regulations to the Natural Products Marketing (BC) Act, every
partnership or corporation that is a Registered Grower shall in writing appoint an individual to vote
on its behalf and shall file the appointment with the Commission.
A partnership or corporation may change its voting appointee by filing with the Commission a
written appointment of a different individual by December 1.
To vote, the appointment must be confirmed by the Independent Elections Officer (IEO) referencing
the Commission’s current list of Registered Growers.
The Commission will maintain a register of individuals eligible to vote in an election (the Election
Register) and the register is open to inspection by any Registered Grower.
An individual whose name does not appear on the Election Register and who believes that they are
eligible to vote shall be given the opportunity to appeal their eligibility to vote to the IEO. The
deadline for appeal is January 31. If the IEO determines the individual is eligible to vote, the
Commission’s Election Register will be amended accordingly.

The Commission is currently updating their Election Policy and the dates mentioned
above may change. We strongly encourage if you have a Registered Voter and wish to
change it, to do so over the next few months. Communications were sent in April along
with your license outlining the current information held at the Commission, including
contact and farm info, registered name and registered voter (if applicable). A full list
of recommended changes to the Policy was circulated on June 21st for review
electronically.

BC Cranberry Communications
Dietitians of Canada National Conference
The BC Cranberry Marketing Commission attended the 2018 annual conference in
Vancouver, BC, with cranberries featured multiple times in the meals and hundreds of
Registered Dietitians stopping by our booth seeking more information on our
commodity. The Commission continued with past messaging to convey the
importance of cranberries as a beneficial part of balanced
nutrition, and we received lots of compliments on our
Cranberry Brownies! Couldn’t
keep them on the plates!
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Your Industry
Representatives
BC Cranberry Marketing
Commission
36376 Stephen Leacock Drive
Abbotsford, BC V3G 0C2
Phone 604-557-8717
Email info@bccranberries.com

Commission Directors
Chair, Jack Brown
Directors
Todd May
Bob Mitchell
Jack DeWit
Jeff Hamilton
Manager, Heather Carriere

BC Cranberry Growers
Association
21538 – 87B Ave
Langley, BC V1M 2E6
Phone 604-309-9868
Email

info@bccranberrygrowers.com

BCCGA Board
Chair, Lynn Kemper
Executive Director (staff),
Mike Wallis
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